
 

MENU



Begin your Spa experience by discovering our Bath 
Rituals and Body Treatments and enjoy total relaxation

of body and mind. Body scrubs with sensory appeal, 
gentle body wraps, hammam with essential oils... 

A 20-minute treatment for soft, delicately perfumed skin 
that is prepared for the beneficial effects of your massage.

Energizing aromatic scrub
Enjoy   a   wonderful   moment   of   wellbeing   with   this  ancestral  ritual  
inspired  by  beauty  recipes  and  treatments  from  the  island  of  Java.  With  
a  fascinating  earthy  scent  and  a  brilliant  energizing  recipe  featuring  
zesty  spices  and  sea  salts,  you’ll  awaken  to  satin  smooth  skin  and  a  sti-
mulating  sense of energy.

Polishing “papaya purée” scrub
A  body  polishing  technique  used  in  a  Ritual  from  Siam  with  creamy,  
finely  grained  “papaya  purée”.  After being delicately exfoliated and poli-
shed, your skin is supremely radiant and deliciously scented.

Sublime scrub with tahitian monoï 
Drawing  inspiration  from  the  Polynesian  Islands  and  perfectly  suitable  
for  the most  sensitive  skin,  this  traditional  preparation  of  Monoï,  made  
from  infused Tiaré blossoms  (Tahitian  gardenias),  raw  sugar and ground co-
conut powder will regenerate skin and awaken the spirit.

Purifying scrub with beldi black soap
Discover  this  Middle  Eastern  Hammam  tradition.  Combined with the exfo-
liating action of the Kassa Glove,  this  time-honored  recipe  deeply  purifies  
the  skin  to  leave  it  feeling  soft,  satiny  and  delicately scented. This treat-
ment is only given after the Hammam.

Purifying detox treatment with
“north african rhassoul wrap”
Let yourself be transported to the magical world of the Hammam and Moroc-
can tradition. Your skin will feel toned and silky thanks to the detox proper-
ties of  this  natural  clay. (This  treatment  is  only  given  after the Purifying 
Scrub with Beldi Black Soap in the Hammam’s warm room)

Body treatments
20 MINS



Facial treatments

Inspired by the world’s time-honored beauty traditions,
Cinq Mondes Facial Treatments combine technical 

expertise and absolute relaxation. Each treatment starts by 
removing makeup, face cleansing and exfoliation, followed 

by a mask and moisturizing tailored to the needs of your skin.

“Bali flowers ritual” 
Radiance facial treatment (20 mins)
Enjoy the delicate scents of tropical flowers in this “express  radiance”  treat-
ment  inspired  by  Balinese  Beauty Rituals and discover its beneficial effects of 
skin cleansing, wellbeing and beauty.

“Five flowers ritual” 
Illuminescence facial treatment (50 mins)
Based on a Balinese ritual, this face treatment tones and illuminates the skin. 
Thanks to the combination of  Tropical  Five  Flowers  extracts,  and  massage  
of  the  face,  nape  and  shoulder  muscles,  the  skin  is  cleansed and the com-
plexion more radiant.

"KO BI DO" 
Supreme youth facial treatment ritual 
1h 20m
This treatment combines the effects of ingredients derived from natural reme-
dies around the world with Dermapuncture® techniques, in order to restore 
plumpness to the skin and revive its youthful vitality. Acting like a real natural 
face-lift, 95% of women have 
found their skin younger with the first treatment!



Relaxing back massage (20 mins)
Discover the virtues of this deeply relaxing, warm oil massage. By focusing on 
muscles in the back, nape  and shoulder blades, this treatment releases 
built-up tension providing a feeling of total wellbeing.

Revitalizing leg massage (20 mins)
A  moment  entirely  dedicated  to  relieving  tired,  heavy  legs.  This  toning  
and draining  massage  takes   its   natural   active   ingredients   from   the   
Chinese Pharmacopeia. Your legs enjoy an instant refreshing sensation and feel 
light and revitalized.

Club Med Spa by Cinq Mondes signature 
energy massage (1h 20m)
Specifically adapted to sportsmen, a massage* starting gently with the head, 
nape and back a prolonged with a deep, rapid and warming movement to relax 
muscular tensions.

Relaxing north african massage
(20/50mins)
This  massage,  inspired  by  North  African  traditions,  works on the entire 
body using delicately perfumed warm  Argan  oil.  The  expert  hands  of  the  
massage  practitioner will indulge you with slow... Deep movements to promote 
a state of pure wellness.

Soothing french- polynesia massage ritual  
(50 mins)
A    body    massage    treatment    inherited    from    Polynesian  healers  and  
inspired  by  Lomi-Lomi,  which  uses  deep  pressure  and  long,  continuous  
movements   from   the   practitioner’s   forearms.   Delicate  notes  of  Tiare  
flowers  accompany  you  throughout  this  blissful  experience  of  relaxation  
and release (massage using a blend of warm oil and balm).

Tonifying indian ayurvedic massage
(50 mins)
Enjoy  the  vanilla  and  cardamom  fragrances  of   this  warm  oil,  toning  
massage inspired  by  time-honored Indian traditions. A succession of various 
energetic  and warming  rhythms  releases  tension  and relaxes the muscles.

Invite your senses to discover the beneficial effects of the 
best massages inherited from ancestral traditions from 

around the world. Bali, India, Polynesia... 
Each sensorial journey will procure 

a unique sensation of traveling through time and space. 
Let yourself be transported by heady fragrances, bewitching 

textures and original protocols that suit your mood.

Body Massages



Traditional hammam ritual 1h50   $305
for one person
1 Purifying  Scrub  with  Beldi  Black  Soap  20  mins

1 Purifying  Detox  Treatment  with  “North  African Rhassoul  Wrap” 
    in  the  Hammam  20  mins 

1 Relaxing North African Massage   50 mins

•Using  the  Hammam  can be inadvisable for health reasons
 for more information ask at the Spa reception.

Bliss for two ritual  1h50  $435/Pers
for two persons in double room
1 Hammam recommended 20 mins

1 Energizing   Aromatic   Scrub  20  mins

1 Tonifying  Indian  Ayurvedic  Massage 50  mins

Sublime ritual from polynesia 1hr50  $245
for one person
1 Hammam recommended 20 mins

1 Sublime  Scrub  with  Tahitian  Monoï  20 mins  

1 Soothing french- polynesia massage ritual  50 mins

Treatment Rituals

In order to enjoy a uniquely memorable experience, Cinq 
Mondes has created exceptional Rituals for you. Combining 
body and face beauty for absolute relaxation, these Rituals 
enable you to enjoy several complementary treatments re-
lated to a theme. Follow your heart to a region of the world, 
experience its secrets, and unforgettable fragrances for 2 or 

more hours of utter bliss and wellbeing...

1H 50M



Spa experience  2 hours  $365
for one person
Enjoy your own spa experience by choosing.

1 Body scrub 20 mins

1 Treatment 80 mins

1 ”Bali Flowers” Facial Treatment Ritual  20mins

Spa discovery spa  3h40  $625 
for one person
Discover Cinq Mondes’ Spa treatments our experts invite you to indulge
in the following sequences for a complete relaxed and smooth fitness.  

2 Treatments  20 mins (including a body scrub)

2 Treatments  50 mins (including a facial treatment)

1 Treatment 80mins

Relaxation ritual  6 hours  $785
for two persons
Compose your tailored relaxation ritual by choosing at your own pace.

2 treatments 80 mins

4 treatments 50 mins

Ritual to get away from it all  8 hours $1,205
for one or two persons
Get away from it all with our World Rituals by choosing.

2 treatments 20 mins

2 treatments 50 mins

4 treatments 80 mins

1 facial treatment 20 mins

Plenitude ritual  10 hours $1,360
for two to four people
(we welcome families with teens and friends) 
Make your holiday a moment of sheer fulfillment and harmony by selecting 

10 treatments 50 mins

2 facial treatment 50 mins

*Ces traitements peuvent être librement répartis entre les deux personnes.

Ritual Sojourns

Discover the benefits of the World’s best treatments and 
massages, make your stay an extraordinary moment of sere-

nity where you’ll feel all your energy and vitality reemerge

Several days



 

•  When you arrive at the Village, we invite you to go to 
the Spa Reception with your Club Med Pass to draw 
up your personal program.

•  Only guests aged 18 and over can take advantage of 
Packages, Treatments and Turkish bath. However, a 
selection of Treatments are accessible for teenagers 
from 11 to 17 years old, according to the decision of 
the Spa. Contact us at the Spa reception.

•  Customers are not entitled to change or replace 
treatments proposed in the Packages.

•  Packages purchased are for personal use only  
and are non-transferable. 

•  Payment by Club Med Pass. Treatments must be 
paid for at the time of booking. No entitlement to 
replacement treatments or refunds for the treatment 
booked is given for cancellations (of treatments à la 
carte or as part of a Package) during the stay without 

the treatment time less than 24h in advance.
•  For the purchase of 5 identical personalised 

treatments, the 6th is free. 
•  Club Med reserves the right to modify,  

cancel or postpone its programmes. 
•  Special tailor-made Packages available for groups  

and seminars (21 people minimum).

•  Please arrive for your treatment 15 minutes before  
the appointment.

•  
 

for any treatment carrying contraindications.
•  
times in the Club Med Spa. 

•  Packages, rituals and treatments include free entry to 
the Turkish bath and tearoom during your half-day 
slot.

•  Hired bathrobes and towels for treatments may only  
be used within the Club Med Spa centre.

•  We recommend that you leave jewellery in the safe 
provided in your room and to leave your mobile phone 
behind.

•  For face treatments, we thank men for shaving at least 
one hour before the treatment.

•  The exclusive Cinq Mondes cosmetic line is available for sale. 
Ask the Reception.

ORGANISE YOUR SPA STAY

ENJOY YOUR SPA STAY



For booking or inquiries, please contact the spa booking center at ext. 3079 
or the spa reception ext: 3076

The Spa booking center located by (Resort center) welcomes you every day from 9:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Club Med Spa by Cinq Mondes welcomes you everyday from 10:00 am to 8:00pm

reception@clubmedspamiches.com

Pour prendre rendez-vous ou pour plus de renseignement,
vous pouvez contacter le centre de réservation du spa en composant le 3079 ou la 

réception du spa en composant le 3076 de votre chambre

Le centre de réservation du spa (centre du village) vous accueille tous les jours du 9h00 à 19h00 
 Club Med Spa by Cinq Mondes vous accueille tous les jours de 10h00 à 20h00


